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Abstract
This paper highlights results of two full-text aggregator databases studies conducted a decade
apart at the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, Kraemer Family Library. The latter
study reinforces what researchers learned in the first one, that journal content in the databases
is not a reliable substitute for a library’s paid subscriptions. Acknowledging how the landscape
of full-text content offerings is ever changing, the authors raise questions for future studies on
the topic.
Introduction
Everyone would agree that full-text aggregator databases are valuable. Databases such as
EBSCOhost’s Academic Search Premier or Gale’s Academic OneFile are excellent abstracting
and indexing resources, and the added value they hold as purveyors of full-text journal content
adds greatly to their popularity among researchers. Without a doubt, through full-text
databases, library users have access to far more journal content than any one library could offer
without them. Yet, it is important to clearly understand both the benefits and drawbacks of
relying on full-text databases for journal access.
Background
We start with a look back at the full-text environment of ten years ago. In 1999, librarians at the
University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, Kraemer Family Library (KFL) were in the midst of a
budget-driven journal cancellation project. This was a time when web-based, full-text
aggregator services were relative newcomers to the Library’s lineup of research services. KFL
librarians witnessed a swift and definite acceptance by students, if not all faculty, of these
services that helped them to identify articles needed for their literature reviews and that
dispensed the contents of many of those articles as well. During this time of budget shortfalls
and with anecdotal evidence that full-text databases were popular, KFL librarians were drawn
to the question—Can we cancel print subscriptions to journals that appear in our full-text,
aggregator databases?
To answer the question, librarians at KFL engaged in a study in 1999 to evaluate currency,
coverage (content), graphics, and stability of online journals available in full-text databases.
Overall, we found notable differences between online journals in aggregators versus print
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journals, differences that cautioned against substituting print content for online content in the
aggregators. We provide additional details on those differences in the sections below that
highlight the study’s findings.
Between 1999 and 2009, KFL endured additional budget-driven journal cancellations in order to
meet expenses. Knowing the risks involved as revealed by the 1999 study results, the Library
nevertheless cancelled print subscriptions for journals that were available in full-text
aggregators. The cuts were inevitable and the risks deemed worth taking. On the other hand,
KFL’s access to online journal content has changed dramatically over the last decade. Our print
journal subscriptions are giving way to online subscriptions. Our engagement in consortium and
group purchase agreements affords our Library users numerous full-text databases and
thousands of online journals in packages offered by a variety of publishers. Yet, as KFL
confronts today’s global economic crisis and its attendant budget shortfalls, again we must
tighten our belts and take cost-cutting measures. Will we once more look to our full-text
aggregators for relief from paid subscriptions or from today’s expensive journal packages?
What does our full-text aggregator database environment look like today? To find out, we
revisited the same set of journals examined in the 1999 study to see what has become of them.
Whereas the 1999 study was a database study that compared 79 print journals to their full-text
online complements in KFL’s aggregator databases of the time, the 2009 study focused on the
full-text fate at KFL of those same 79 journals a decade later. A full report of the 1999 study
appeared in Serials Review in 20001. Findings from both studies are highlighted below.
Highlights of the 1999 Study
To learn about currency, coverage (content), graphics, and stability of full-text aggregator
databases, KFL librarians conducted a study that compared a sample set of 79 peer-reviewed
print journals subscribed to by the Library to their online counterparts in the full-text aggregators
carried by the Library in 1999. At that time, KFL offered five distinct aggregators—
Gale/InfoTrac’s Expanded Academic Index ASAP and General BusinessFile ASAP, ProQuest’s
ABI/Inform and Periodical Abstracts, and Wilson’s Wilson Select database. The latter three were
supplied to KFL on the OCLC FirstSearch platform.
Study results for currency and content are based on the total number of occurrences of the 79
sample titles within the databases. Because of overlapping title coverage among the databases,
we had in all, 136 occurrences of the titles.
-Currency (1999)We measured currency by comparing the most current print issue available to the most current
online issue available for each title in the sample and found that, in 61 (45 percent ) of the
cases, online issues were not as up to date as their print counterparts. In 12 (9 percent) of
those instances, the databases were behind by more than one issue.
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Currency – 1999 Study
Full-Text
titles In the
study

Titles as
current as
print

ABI/Inform
Expanded Academic
ASAP
General BusinessFile
ASAP
Periodical Abstracts
WilsonSelect

11

TOTAL unique titles
Overlap of titles in
multiple databases
TOTALS for all
databases

79

Database

6 (55%)

Titles that
were one
Issue
behind print
4 (36%)

Titles that
were two or
more issues
behind print
1 (9%)

47

30 (64%)

14 (30%)

3 (6%)

13
27
38

10 (77%)
18 (67%)
11 (29%)

3 (23%)
7 (26%)
21 (55%)

0 (0%)
2 (7%)
6 (16%)

75 (55%)

49 (36%)

12 (9%)

57
136

-Coverage (1999)To measure coverage (or content) we checked to see if the latest online issue of a journal
included all major or feature articles contained in the print issue. We did not include items such
as editorials, book reviews, or supplementary articles as part of the measure. As the table
below shows, no database offered 100% coverage of major or feature articles.

Coverage – 1999 Study
Database

Journals found
in Each
Database

ABI/Inform
Expanded Academic ASAP
General BusinessFile ASAP
Periodical Abstracts
Wilson Select

11
47
13
27
38

TOTAL unique titles
Coverage in multiple databases
TOTAL occurrences in all
databases

79
57
136
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Journals with
All Major
Articles
Available
8
40
8
23
34

% of Journals
with All Major
Articles Available

113

83%

73%
85%
61%
85%
89%

-Graphics (1999)In 1999 most articles found in our aggregator databases were provided in HTML formatting.
Very few full-image articles were available. Not surprisingly, we found that the graphical
elements and tabular data included in print versions of articles were not always adequately
conveyed or displayed in their online counterparts. Often tables and graphics were missing
entirely from online articles and sometimes there were no indications that the graphical
elements had been omitted. We considered this a serious flaw in online journal content in the
full-text databases.
-Stability (1999)In December 1998, KFL librarians downloaded from each vendor’s web site the full-text title
holdings for each database that we carried. We then compiled the information into a single
spreadsheet. Six months later, we repeated the process. By comparing our two lists, we were
able to determine if titles had been added to or removed from the databases over the six-month
period. As the table below illustrates, although we experienced the loss of 51 full-text titles, we
realized a net gain of 113 unique full-text titles during the period. When we examined the
individual titles, we found that only two had been lost completely--that is, not one of the five
databases carried them after 6 months. Although none of our 79 sample titles was lost, we
could see that KFL benefited from having access to multiple full-text databases, since a title lost
from one databases might still be found in another. Nevertheless, the exercise also
demonstrated that it was risky for libraries to rely upon aggregators as primary sources for
journal content since that content was subject to change.
As an added bonus for our library users, the alphabetical titles/holdings list created in this phase
of the study became the library’s full-text content locater at a time that predates open link
resolvers such as Serials Solutions used today at KFL.
Stability – 1999 Study
Full-Text
Titles Dec
1998

Full-Text
Titles May
1999

544

553

18

27

9

857

964

68

175

107

General BusinessFile ASAP

502

551

17

66

49

Periodical Abstracts

728

912

35

219

184

Wilson Select

762

763

2

3

1

TOTAL titles in all databases
TOTAL unique refereed titles

3393

3743

140

490

350

575

617

5

47

42

TOTAL unique titles

2228

2341

51

164

113

Database
ABI/Inform
Expanded Academic ASAP
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Titles
Dropped 6
Mo. Later

Titles
Added 6
Mo. Later

Net
Change 6
Mo. Later

Highlights of the 2009 Study
Our goal for the 2009 study was to answer the questions: What happened to those 79 journals
that we examined a decade ago? Does the Library still subscribe to them? Are they still
available in KFL’s aggregators? And if available, how do they look in the aggregators we have
now? The central focus of this paper is on the availability and content of the 79 titles in our
current aggregator databases. Our lineup of databases has changed dramatically over the
years. KFL hosts far more databases now than it did in 1999. Today we offer numerous
EBSCOhost and Gale databases as well as databases supplied by other vendors including
Wilson’s Full-Text Mega product which, at KFL, has replaced the “Select” subset accessed via
the FirstSearch platform in 1999. On the other hand, the ProQuest databases featured in the
original study, ABI/Inform and Periodical Abstracts, are absent from KFL’s 2009 database list.
We relied upon our open URL link resolver, Serials Solutions, to determine which aggregators
supplied full-text content for the 79 titles in the study. In this paper we focus primarily on their
availability and content in our current array of traditional full-text aggregator databases, that is,
databases that we value as abstracting and indexing resources for journal literature. We
excluded aggregator databases from our review that provided only selective journal content or
databases that provided specialized materials such as news sources or databases that serve as
content providers for selected journals such as ProjectMuse.
We discovered that many of our sample titles were available in various full-text databases
provided by EBSCO and Gale. However, when a title appeared in multiple databases supplied
by either of these vendors, the holdings for that title were the same across their respective
products. This allowed us to limit our study to those databases that were unique suppliers of
our sample titles. For EBSCO the unique databases were Academic Search Premier and
Business Source Premier. Academic OneFile serves as the representative database for the
Gale databases. We also found content for our sample titles in the Wilson Full-text Mega
database. Ultimately we considered each vendor’s products as a whole, and data we collected
for the databases are sorted by vendors’ names—EBSCO, Gale, and Wilson. Our data
collection took place between spring 2008 and early 2009.
-Stability (2009)Our review of the 2009 study begins with an overview of the results of our stability measure
since these results set the stage for our additional measures of database currency, coverage,
and presentation of graphics. Stability in the current study is more narrowly focused than that of
the 1999 study. In the earlier study, we measured stability by taking a snapshot of every fulltext title and the databases that supplied them. Six months later, we took another snapshot. By
comparing the two pictures, we determined how many full-text titles were lost or gained within
the six-month timeframe. However, in the 2009 study, the stability measure focused on the 79
sample titles and whether or not KFL still has full-text access to them.
As the stability tables below demonstrate, since 1999, KFL cancelled its subscriptions to 53 (67
percent) of the 79 journals examined in the original study, and only 52 of our 79 sample titles
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(66 percent) are available and embargo-free in KFL’s current database lineup. For KFL, this
represents an aggregator database loss of 27 titles (34 percent of them) when compared to the
databases on hand at KFL today. What’s more, of the 53 journals in our sample that we
cancelled, 20 of them are no longer available in the aggregators currently on hand at KFL.

Stability – Table 1 – 2009 Study
Status

Yes

No

TOTAL

KFL Subscribed Titles

26 (33%)

53 (67%)

79 (100%)

Active, Current titles in FullText Aggregators

52 (66%)

27 (34%)

79 (100%)

Stability – Table 2 – 2009 Study
Status
KFL Current Subscriptions
available via aggregators

Yes

No

TOTAL

19 (73%)

7 (27%)

26 (100%)

Stability – Table 3 – 2009 Study
Status
KFL Cancelled Subscriptions
Lost from Aggregators

Yes

No

TOTAL

20 (38%)

33 (62%)

53 (100%)

-Currency (2009)We also took slightly different approaches in judging currency of online journals between the
two studies. In 1999, we compared the latest print issues to the latest online issues for our
sample titles using the print issue of a given title as our currency standard—that is, we deemed
an online journal current or not in relation to its most current print counterpart. By the time of
the 2009 study, however, the Library had cancelled a number of print subscriptions for titles in
the sample. This made a print-to-online issue comparison unfeasible in some cases. Instead,
for sample titles found in full text within the databases, we compared the latest online issues to
the latest issues released by their publishers as determined by publishers’ web sites and/or our
subscription service, EBSCOnet. Furthermore, in the 2009 study, if a database declared an
embargo period for a particular title, we excluded that title from the currency test for that
database’s holdings of it. While it may be true that titles experienced publisher imposed
embargo periods in 1999 as well, back then we were unaware of their impact on full-text
database currency.
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Based on our stability measure, we learned that 52 of the 79 sample titles were available, with
no stated embargo periods, in KFL’s present-day aggregators. As the following table indicates,
overall there were 104 occurrences of those 52 titles within all databases combined. For 58 of
those occurrences (or 56 percent of them), the most current issue was available within the
databases. Conversely, 46 occurrences of the titles (or 44 percent) represent titles that were
not up-to-date. Of the 46 that lagged behind within the databases overall, 14 cases (13 percent
overall), represent titles that were behind by two or more issues.
Currency of Full-Text Titles (Embargoed Titles Excluded) – 2009 Study
Vendor

Active
Titles

EBSCO
Gale
Wilson

35
32
37

TOTAL unique titles

52

TOTAL overlap titles

52

TOTAL for all
databases

104

Up-to-Date
Active Titles

Active Titles
One Issue
Behind

Active Titles
Two or More
Issues Behind

26 (74.3%)
14 (43.8%)
18 (48.7%)

6 (17.1%)
12 (37.5%)
14 (37.8%)

3 (8.6%)
6 (18.7%)
5 (13.5%)

58 (55.8%)

32 (30.8%)

14 (13.4%)

-Coverage (2009)When we restricted our examination of coverage (or content) to the 19 current, active titles
within the databases for which KFL still had current print issues (see Stability Table 2 above),
we found no missing content for major articles except for EBSCOhost’s coverage of one journal
in our sample.2 In our comparisons, we excluded editorials, advertisements, book reviews and
publication information. However, when we examined all 52 of the sample titles identified as
active, current titles within the databases, we discovered that although current issues were
available for them online, there were “holes” or missing issues in a number of cases within the
databases stated range of title coverage. As the table below indicates, among the 104
occurrences of the 52 titles found in the databases, in 12 of those instances (over 11 percent),
one or more issues were missing from the databases.
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Missing Full-Text Issues (Embargoed Titles Excluded) – 2009 Study
Vendor

Active
Titles with
No
Embargos

Active Titles
with No
Missing Issues

Active Titles
Missing One
Issue
1

EBSCO

35

31 (88.6%)

Gale

32

29 (90.6%)

Wilson

37

32 (86.5%)

1
(3.1%)
4 (10.8%)

TOTAL unique titles

52

TOTAL overlap titles

52

TOTAL for all
databases

104

92 (88.4%)

6 (5.8%)

(2.9%)

Active Titles
Missing Two
or More
Issues
3 (8.5%)
2 (6.3%)
1 (2.7%)

6 (5.8%)

-Graphics (2009)Because we wanted to compare graphical elements found in print journals to their online
counterparts, we restricted our examination of graphics to a sampling of articles within the 19
current, active titles available in the databases (see Stability Table 2 above) for which KFL also
had current print issues. We felt that this was a reasonable sample size for comparison.
In contrast to a decade ago when most full-text journal content was available only in HTML
format, we find that vendors today tend to provide PDF content. Often, they supply both PDF
and HTML formatted articles. Overall, we found PDF articles were of good quality, although
there were occasional instances when they were not as crisp or clear as their print counterparts
were. However, when examining the quality of graphics found in HTML formatted articles, we
noticed the same problems encountered in the 1999 study. That is, sometimes graphical
elements did not display properly--Greek letters, superscripts, or subscripts in mathematical
formulas for example. Figures and tables often were missing. Sometimes omitted content was
noted, for example, the note, “table omitted,” inserted where a table would be. In other
instances, figures and tables were omitted from an article, but there was no indication that they
were included in the original or print version.
Conclusion
Our limited 2009 study reinforces what we learned in 1999 about full-text aggregator databases.
They are essential abstracting and indexing resources, but their journal content is not a reliable
substitute for journal subscriptions. Presumably, this is a well learned lesson within the library
community. A recent ITHAKA S + R report that analyzed “… which types of journals can be
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withdrawn responsibly today… ” observed that, “… libraries tend not to withdraw backfile
volumes that are available online only via an aggregator resource, because they do not believe
that they have sufficient assurance of the reliability of their contents.”3 Furthermore, we are
aware that database vendors do not market their products as subscription substitutes, a point
made clear in another study on the relationships between database vendors and journal
publishers reported by KFL librarians in 2004. That study revealed some of the complex
negotiations that vendors and publishers engage in to protect their respective products and their
bottom lines.4 Vendor-publisher relationships are likely to become even more interesting as
vendors seek to gain and maintain content rights while publishers seek to develop and market
their own content databases, including the so called “big deal” packages, that are steadily
populating the full-text journal landscape.
Our small study highlights another large reality for KFL and for most libraries—our full-text
journal environment is ever changing. Several factors are driving these changes. Among
them, publishers may pull their journal content from A&I aggregators to protect subscription
sales as Sage Publications has done and/or because they intend to market their own online
packages as Sage, Elsevier, the University of Chicago Press and others have done. Also, in
our efforts to leverage our dollars, KFL gains access to numerous full-text products through
consortium and group purchase or group license agreements with vendors and publishers.
Many of the databases and full-text packages we offer our users are the results of successful
communal negotiations. License agreements for online products will eventually expire,
however, and once they do, access to the products they represent much be renegotiated and
renewed or dropped. Recurring budget shortages coupled with increasing costs of journals
have been and will continue to be the impetus for journal cancellations at KFL. However, in any
budgetary climate, whether feast or famine, KFL as all libraries, must remain committed to
purchasing those products that best serve the majority of our users. For that reason alone
changes in our full-text journal environment are guaranteed.
What’s in Your Aggregator Future
We have seen how the economy and technology have shaped the full-text aggregator
environment over the past decade. Can we speculate on how these and other forces will affect
aggregator databases in the future? Were we to do our study or a similar one a decade from
now, what would we find? Will journal publishers continue to deliver content to aggregators and
if so, at what cost? Will they charge vendors more for content, costs the vendors will pass on to
libraries? Will embargo periods prevail? Will vendors vie for exclusive rights to journal content?
How will publisher changes and mergers affect databases in the future? Will open access
initiatives have an impact on full-text databases? Will database vendors provide enhanced
search features that will allow them to capitalize even more on their strengths as indexing and
abstracting resources? Will Google Scholar emerge as a major contender? Is there a win-win
scenario out there for all the major players in the full-text journal game—the database vendors,
publishers, and libraries? There is much interesting and intriguing research yet to be done.
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